Short pulse attack on continuous-variable quantum key distribution system
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As a coherent detection technique, homodyne detector
(HD) is used in continuous-variable (CV) quantum key
distribution (QKD) system for measurements, which is
one of the main advantages over discrete-variable (DV)
QKD using single photon detectors (SPDs) [1–3]. By
using HD, CV QKD can be fully implemented with offthe-shelf telecom components [4–6]. The using of Local
Oscillator (LO) in HD acts as single-mode filters, which
enables CV QKD signals to be wavelength-multiplexed
with intense classical channels over optical networks [7].
Moreover, unlike SPDs as vulnerable targets open for
side channel attacks in DV QKD [8–10], CV QKD used
to be believed robust against detector-based attack at
early time. However, recently Ref [11, 12] has shown
that an eavesdropper, Eve, can fully break the security
of CV QKD taking advantage of saturation on HD’s amplifier electronics. Although the concept of measurement
device independent (MDI) is already introduced into CV
QKD [13], there is still a large gap between practical
implementation and theoretical proposal, there are even
debates on whether MDI CV QKD can become practical regarding to its theoretical performances and current
available technologies [14, 15]. Thus, it is worth studying detector based attacks in CV QKD to motivate the
development of practical MDI CV QKD.
Here, we propose a new side channel attack on CV
QKD implementing GG02 (Grosshans and Grangier,
2002) protocol [16] by exploiting HD’s imperfections,
such as the finite bandwidth of HD amplifiers and lim-

ited response time of HD electronics. In particular, we
take advantage of the fact that HD’s efficiency is dependent on the input pulse temporal mode [17] where Bob’s
HD can behave nonlinearly when Eve manipulates input pulse widths. In GG02 protocol, Alice modulates
quadratures X and P of coherent states with a centered
bivariate Gaussian modulation and sends them to Bob.
Bob performs homodyne measurement on these coherent states and decodes them into continuous values as
raw keys. In practice, in order to make sure Bob can
correctly decode information and measure the shot noise
(N0 ), there is a trade off between electrical noise and
bandwidth of HD. For this reason, most of CV QKD
experiments [4–6] consist HD with only few MHz bandwidth to limit electrical noise, since Bob’s HD must be
shot noise limited. Meanwhile Alice needs to increase
the pulse duration (typically 100 ns) and reduce repetition rate (1 MHz) to meet Bob’s HD bandwidth requirement [5]. However, HD bandwidth will reduce the HD
output efficiency significantly if it is smaller than the inverse temporal width of the signal temporal mode [17].
Such effects can be obvious when HD bandwidth is relatively small, which gives more space to a potential Eve to
manipulate HD efficiency. The response time of the electronics is typically not faster than a few ns which means
if the input pulse width is less than few ns, the HD efficiency also becomes very poor. In order to illustrate such
effects, we perform simple experiments in which we vary
width of optical pulses from 1 ns to 100 ns at 1550nm
and send them to a classical optical photodiode (PD) detector with 3.5 GHz bandwidth and one of the port (PD1
or PD2) of our HD with 100 MHz bandwidth. For each
measurement, we record the maximum amplitude value
of PD output during the pulse duration as our measurement results (which is similar to sampling stage of CV
QKD [5, 18]). As shown in Fig.1 when the pulse duration is longer than 4 ns there is no obvious degrading
effect on the output, however when pulse duration becomes shorter, PD’s outputs decrease in both case with
100 MHz at about 3 ns and 3.5 GHz bandwidth at about
1 ns. In order to compare the two cases, we normalize
all the values by the amplitudes measurement with pulse
width of 8 ns. Such observations confirm the predictions
on the relation between HD efficiency and pulse width.

FIG. 1: Short pulse demonstration on classical PD with 3.5
GHz bandwidth and HD with 100 MHz. Each square corresponds to a measurement on the maximum amplitude value
of PD (green), PD1 (blue) and PD2 (red) outputs.

By using such effects, Eve can thus manipulate Bob’s
HD efficiency by changing input pulse widths. If Bob’s
HD efficiency for certain parts of signal pulses becomes
lower, then the linearity between all input quadratures
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FIG. 2: Alice and Bob data distribution under the short pulse
attack. Alice variance 10N0 , Alice and Bob distance 40 km,
fiber attenuation coefficient 0.2 dB/km, reconciliation efficiency 94%, Bob’s HD efficiency 60%, electrical noise 0.01N0 .
Alice-Bob excess noise estimation based on green data 2.1N0 ,
on red data 0.0084N0 .

and Bob’s HD outputs will not hold, which breaks the
important linearity assumption in security proof of CV
QKD. Assuming Alice and Bob implement GG02 CV
QKD as in [5], we propose Eve’s attack strategy as following: (1) Eve fully characterize Bob’s HD, particularly,
Eve builds the relationship between input pulse width
and HD’s output efficiency as a reference. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, such relationship is determined by the HD’s
amplifier bandwidth and its electronics. (2) Eve cuts the
quantum channel and measures the quadratures X and
P sent by Alice with the help of a heterodyne detection
[19, 20]. (3) According to her measurement results, Eve
prepares corresponding signal pulses as in the interceptresend (IR) attack [19, 20] with pulse width of 100 ns.
Such“entanglement breaking” action will normally rise
Alice and Bob’s excess noise estimation to at least two
units of shot noise (2N0 ), which includes the vacuum
noise of heterodyne detection and the vacuum noise in
the new coherent states preparation. (4) Eve adjusts signal pulse widths according to following rules: 4.a) Eve
sets a manipulating level (α > 0) on her measurements.
4.b) For any Eve’s measurement larger than α, she reduces the pulse width of corresponding re-prepared signal
such that HD output efficiency reduces to a certain level,
which relates to a efficiency reduction ratio R. The relation between HD efficiency and pulse width is determined
in step (1). 4.c) For all the rest of resent signal pulses,
Eve maintains their widths as Alice’s pulse width (100
ns). 4.d) Eve sends all of these re-prepared signal pulses
to Bob. (5) Bob performs HD measurements on Eve’s
resent pulses; Due to different pulse widths adjusted by
Eve, Bob’s HD output efficiency is not identical respect
to different pulses widths (red dots in Fig. 2). (6) Alice

and Bob then estimate excess noise on corrupted data
which under certain conditions can lead them to underestimate the excess noise due to IR attack. Under such
strategy, if the excess noise estimation can be biased below the null key threshold (collective attack [21]), then
Eve’s IR action won’t be spotted by Alice and Bob, which
fully breaks the security. We have confirmed this security break in our simulation as shown in Fig. 2, where
red data corresponds to the mentioned strategy, Alice
and Bob estimate excess noise as 0.0084N0 which is still
under null key threshold (0.091N0 with simulation parameters shown in Fig. 2). Overall, in our strategy Eve
first performs a modified IR attack. By manipulating
certain parts of resent signal pulse widths, Eve can force
Bob’s HD response to be non-linear, which violates the
basic assumption of linear detection. Furthermore, Eve
can set two target levels α1 > 0 and α2 < 0 to have more
freedoms to influence Alice and Bob’s data to achieve
more powerful attack.
Regarding countermeasures, such attack can be prevented by MDI CV QKD [13, 22, 23]. However previous
countermeasures against saturation attack may not be effective [11, 24, 25]. Since in this short pulse attack, Eve
actually exploits nonlinear response of Bob’s HD in the
linear region that is characterized by Alice and Bob, the
countermeasures of saturation attack only detect any actions that are happened beyond detection limits, which
will not be enough to detect Eve’s action in this new
attack. On the other hand, the progress of CV QKD security proof includes additional steps such as symmetric
test on Alice and Bob data [26], which may eventually
cover such kind of attack. Above all, we propose a practical side channel attack targeting HD finite bandwidth
and limited speed of electronics. We further propose our
attack strategy and demonstrate in simulations that our
attack can break the security of current GG02 CV QKD
implementations.
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